START HERE

This cartoon has been produced to help airport operators in Africa work with the communities & schools around them
Kijana, how is
school going?

It’s
great
grandad
One chilly morning, retired pilot
Mwalimu walks his grandson Kijana
to school near Kisaawe airport......
A loud bang in the sky

When suddenly...

...flames from the engine of the aircraft!
Mwalimu rushes
his grandson to
school....

I will see
you later...

Too bad. what
happened here?

Bye!

After Kijana goes
to school, Mwalimu
rushes back to the
airport to hear more

Later that day, Mwalimu explains
...it was a
bird!!

A bird?! But a
bird is small and
a plane very big!
Can’t be!

Birds and other animals
that get in the way of
the aicraft can damage it
which can be very dangerous and expensive!!

Wow, is it
really?!
The airports are doing their very best not
to have birds and other
animals at the airport

What do
you think
the bird was
doing at the
airport!

Was it enjoying the sun?!

Well, first the airport
people have to make sure the
airport is no comfy home for
the birds to rest or lay eggs

Like people,
animals look
for food,
shelter for
nesting, water and also
a place to
relax after
a beautiful
meal next
door....
www.aviassist.org

Ah, I see ! So
they make the
airport less
interesting for
wildlife??

But how Grandad?
I don’t think birds will
just listen to them!
Yes. If the airport is
not a nice place for birds
to eat, drink,rest or lay
eggs....

But....how
can they
do that? I
mean animals are
free to
go where
they like?

Well, they can get
rid of ponds with water,
remove garbage, chase
the birds away...

Then birds are not going to enjoy being at the airport like they do now!
www.aviassist.org
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To chase the birds they scare them with sounds they
don’t like but....they get used to that!

As a
community
around the
airport,
we can do
something
to help out.

This is
what
YOU can do

You can help prevent this!

I would
be happy
to do
something!

The best way to help
is by keeping the airport
and the area around it
clean and free of things
that attract birds. Do you
remember any of them?

...er...er... food, water,
shelter er to lay their
eggs...er and a place to
sleep after a nice meal.

I think I do
remember
all of them!

That’s right! Also, its very
important that all the remains of
birds that are hit by an aircraft
are collected and investigated with
the help of bird experts.

They have to know
which type of bird
was hit, that’s why
investigations are
done!

Ahh...I
know why!
Not every
bird likes
the same
type of
food &
shelter

I am sure that my
friends do not know
about this. It is
my turn to teach
them something!

One week later, the airport wildlife manager speaks
to the community at
Kijana’s school about
how they can help
prevent accidents
between aircraft and
birds

That’s right!
Now it’s your
turn to do
something...tell
your friends
about the
meeting the
airport is holding at school
next week!

This cartoon has been produced by:

Independent | Innovative | non-profit
www.aviassist.org
Do you want to use this cartoon for the communities around your airport but you’d like it in
Buganda, Kiswahili or Chinyanja? Get it touch
with the AviAssist Foundation at info@aviassist.
org and we can work with you to translate it in
the language of your choice.

The AviAssist Foundation encourages the reproduction of this cartoon for aviation safety promotion purposes. All we ask in return is you
letting us know that you use it.
This cartoon has been produced by the AviAssist Foundation, airport wildlife expert Gloria Bitekezi & cartoonist balijoezf@gmail.com
with assistance of Albert de Hoon & KLM Royal Dutch Airlines.
The production has been funded with a grant from Groningen Airport Eelde
www.aviassist.org
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